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I hope this autumn has brought you new ideas and opportunities, and 

alongside with post-COVID-19 pandemic environment all over the world, we 

will see each other soon at one of many events we will be happy to organize 

for you.  

In the third quarterly newsletter of this year, we focus on Denmark – a 

country in the heart of Europe of less than six million people but still at the 

front of European innovation.  

We then continue our discussion about Research integrity in the battle for 

hearts and minds, at a time when social media has shaken the foundations 

of what information reaches who and how to the point that governments and 

traditional media are no longer the so-called “gatekeepers” of truth, the 

unquestioned authorities of right and wrong. 

I continuously look forward to serving you throughout the rest of the year and 

beyond! Have questions, comments, feedback, or just want to say hi? Send 

me an email and share your thoughts! 

 

 

 

- Tomasz Wierzbowski, EURAXESS Korea Representative  
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EURAXESS members in focus: 
DENMARK 

 

The country of Denmark is located in Scandinavia in Northern Europe. The 

entire Kingdom of Denmark further consists of the Faroe Islands and 

Greenland. In 1973, Denmark, together with Greenland, became a member 

of the European Union. However, Denmark has since then 

negotiated certain opt-outs, such as retaining its own currency, the krone. 

To this day, Denmark still has close cultural, political, and linguistic ties to 

their Scandinavian neighbours and the Danish language is partially 

understandable for both Norwegians and Swedes. 

Danes generally have a high standard of living: the country performs near 

the top in measures of education, health care, democratic governance, civil 

liberties, and LGBT equality. Further, Danes have a high level of social trust. 

People trust each other and trust institutions like the government and the 

police. These values of trust and community are central in Danish culture 

and society, and it is among the reasons that Danes are willing to pay some 

of the world’s highest taxes. The Danish health system is funded through 

taxes and therefore free for the patients. Danish schools and universities are 

tax-funded and free for students. 

In Denmark, politics are all about consensus. There are currently 

representatives of 14 different parties in the Danish parliament, but this 

number varies, as new parties are formed in most election periods. Since 

1909, no party has had enough representatives to rule entirely on its own, 

and therefore multiple parties have put together ruling coalitions. Typically, 

the leading figure of one of the stronger parties becomes the prime minister. 

Despite being having less than 6 million citizens, Denmark plays a big role 

on the world stage in the field of sustainable development and within the 

fight for human rights. Denmark is a founding member of NATO, and the 

Danish military joins in international missions. When it comes to UN, 

EURAXESS – Researchers in 

Motion is an initiative of the 

European Research Area (ERA) 

that addresses barriers to the 

mobility of researchers and 

seeks to enhance their career 

development. This pan-

European effort is currently 

supported by 41 countries, each 

of which will be profiled in our 

quarterly e-newsletters. 

In this edition, we will zoom on 

Denmark  

 

Denmark is a Scandinavian country 

consisting of the Jutland Peninsula and 

numerous islands.  

Copenhagen, the capital, is home to royal 

palaces and colorful Nyhavn harbor, as well 

as the Tivoli amusement park and the iconic 

“Little Mermaid” statue. 

First acknowledged in 1219, the Danish flag 

"Dannebrog" remains the oldest state flag in 

the world still in use by an independent 

nation. 

Denmark has been named the world's 

happiest country on numerous occasions, 

and remains to be very near top of the UN 

World Happiness Report. 

Capital: Copenhagen 

Dialling code: +45 

Currency: Danish krone 

Population: 5.831 million (2020) 

Official language: Danish 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Withdrawal_of_Greenland_from_the_European_Communities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opt-outs_in_the_European_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danish_krone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_of_living
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_Index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Healthcare_in_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy_Index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_in_the_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_in_the_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LGBT_rights_in_Denmark
https://www.google.com/search?q=denmark+capital&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzNCSyU620s_JT04syczP00_OL80rKaq0Sk4syCxJzFnEyp-SmpebWJStABUBAMoUTBA_AAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQ6BMoAHoFCIYBEAI
https://www.google.com/search?q=Copenhagen&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzFDi0M_VNzDMSavUkslOttLPyU9OLMnMz9NPzi_NKymqtEpOLMgsScxZxMrlnF-QmpeRmJ6at4OVcRc7EwcDAPD9j0dMAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQmxMoAXoFCIYBEAM
https://www.google.com/search?q=denmark+dialing+code&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzNBSzE620s_JT04syczP00_OL80rKaq0SslMzMnMS1dIzk9JXcQqkpKal5tYlK2ALAwA3LZdmUkAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQ6BMoAHoFCIQBEAI
https://www.google.com/search?q=denmark+currency&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzNCSzU620s_JT04syczP00_OL80rKaq0Si4tKkrNS65cxCqQkpqXm1iUrQATAgCb1avRQQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQ6BMoAHoFCIcBEAI
https://www.google.com/search?q=denmark+population&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzNAyS0m20s9JTU9MroxPTixKscrJT04syczPiy8uAdLFJZnJiTnxRanpIKGC_ILSHLDsIlahlNS83MSibAWEIAD-A9EgXAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQ6BMoAHoECG8QAg
https://www.google.com/search?q=denmark+official+language&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3NDIsMK0yzNCSzU620s_JT04syczP00_OL80rKaq0yknMSy9NTE9dxCqZkpqXm1iUrZCflpaZnJmYowCTAwB5FkRWSgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMgdySkd35AhUE9IUKHUGpBVUQ6BMoAHoECG4QAg
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Denmark is one of only a few bilateral donors in the world that meets the UN 

goal for rich countries of providing a minimum of 0.7 of gross national income 

for development assistance. 

 

Education in Denmark  

 

‘Folkeskole’ covers the entire period of compulsory education, including 

the primary and lower secondary education. Most children 

attend folkeskole for 10 years, from the ages of 6 to 16. Most schools in 

Denmark are public schools, but alternatively students can attend 

an independent school (friskole) or a private school (privatskole). 

Following graduation from the compulsory education, there are several 

continuing educational opportunities, but most young Danes choose to 

attend high school. The Danish high schools are divided between the 

technical, the business, and the broadly orientated high schools. Others 

decide to attend more practice-orientated schools, focusing on specific work 

areas. Finally, many Danish teenagers decide to attend an ‘efterskole’, 

where they live away from home and study topics of interest like theatre or 

sports alongside their academic requirements, before attending high school.  

Once they have completed their secondary education, Danes can choose 

from a variety of options, including a standard university, a university college 

that awards degrees in hands-on subjects such as social work, or an art 

academy, like The Royal Academy of Fine Arts. 

All universities and colleges in Denmark are free of charge; there are no 

tuition fees to enrol in courses. Further, students at the age of 18 or above 

are eligible to receive financial support from the government, Statens 

Uddannelsesstøtte (SU), throughout their education. 

Danish universities offer international students a range of opportunities for 

obtaining an internationally recognised qualification in Denmark, and many 

programmes are taught in the English language at the different universities. 

 

Research and development (R&D) in Denmark  

 

Denmark is among a few number of countries in the EU that have reached 

Europe’s 2020 target for R&D intensity of 3% of GDP. Further, the European 

Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) ranks Denmark as an Innovation Leader. 

However, Denmark’s innovation performance varies across different fields 

and parameters. 

 

  

Danish Universities 

 

The University of Copenhagen is 

one of the largest institutions of 

research and education in the 

Nordic countries, with over 38,000 

students and more than 9,000 

employees. 

The University offers more than 

200 study programmes in health 

sciences, humanities, law, life 

sciences, pharmaceutical 

sciences, natural sciences, social 

sciences, and theology. 

The IT University of 

Copenhagen is an independent 

educational and research 

institution, dedicated to the digital 

world. The university works to 

make Denmark better at making 

value through IT, by providing 

contemporary study programmes 

and research at the highest 

academic level.  

Copenhagen Business School 

(CBS) was established in 1917. 

Today, with over 22,000 students 

and 1,500 employees, CBS is one 

of the largest business schools in 

Europe. 

Aarhus University is the second 

the largest university in Denmark. 

It offers over 50 English taught 

courses from a wide range of 

subject areas at bachelor’s and 

master’s level, and all the PhD’s 

are taught in English. Around 12% 

of the students are international – 

from 120 different countries. 

 

Read more about higher 

education in Denmark: 

Higher Education Institutions — 

Study in Denmark 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danish_Folkeskole_Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_school
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_school
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_school
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_loans_in_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_loans_in_Denmark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
https://studyindenmark.dk/study-options/danish-higher-education-institutions
https://studyindenmark.dk/study-options/danish-higher-education-institutions
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 Research funding in Denmark  

 

One way to fund research in Denmark is through resources assigned 

specifically to research in the yearly Finance Act. These resources are then 

distributed to the Danish universities and their researchers. 

Another way of funding research in Denmark is through research funds. The 

Ministry of Higher Education and Science oversees different independent 

counsels, commissions, and committees, which support, fund, and advise 

on research and innovation. The primary ones are The Danish Council for 

Independent Research and Innovation Fund Denmark. 

Independent Research Fund Denmark aims to ensure a high level of 

research in Denmark, through supporting the best and most original Danish 

researchers, within established as well as emerging areas. 

Annually, 400 grants are awarded by the Independent Research Fund 

Denmark to different research projects, and the amount of the grants totals 

to well over 1 billion DKK. The grants are awarded through open calls without 

thematic limitations, in order to make sure that the grants are given to the 

best possible research projects. 

The Fund also provides the Minister for Higher Education and Science, the 

Danish Parliament, as well as the Danish Government with research 

advisory services. Furthermore, the Independent Research Fund Denmark 

participates in several research networks at Nordic, European and global 

level.  

They aim to develop and strengthen the internationalisation of Danish 

research, in order to ensure the Danish researchers an opportunity to 

develop their research cooperation across national borders. Therefore, they 

regularly launch new projects to strengthen the internationalisation of Danish 

research. 

Read more about the Danish Advisory and Funding System, the Danish 

research policy as well as the European Commission's Research and 

Innovation here:  

Home — Uddannelses- og Forskningsministeriet (ufm.dk) 

Policy Support Facility | Research and Innovation (europa.eu) 

Research funding | EURAXESS Denmark  

Independent Research Fund (dff.dk) 

 

 

  

 

 

Are you a researcher who would 

like to work in Denmark? 

Or are you a Danish researcher 

who would like to travel abroad? 

Here at the EURAXESS Denmark 

portal you can find online 

information and assistance for 

mobile researchers. 

EURAXESS portal contains 

practical information on jobs and 

funding opportunities and on 

administrative procedures that 

affect researchers and their 

families when moving to a foreign 

country. 

EURAXESS Denmark is part of a 

European Commission initiative to 

help mobile researchers. You can 

find national portals and service 

centres in all 40 countries that are 

part of the EURAXESS network. 

Every portal provides free of 

charge assistance to researchers 

and their families in matters such 

as visas, recognition of diplomas, 

social security, and any other legal 

and cultural aspects. 

 

 

Read more about the portal: 

EURAXESS Denmark |    

 

 

http://ufm.dk/en/research-and-innovation/councils-and-commissions/the-danish-council-for-independent-research
http://ufm.dk/en/research-and-innovation/councils-and-commissions/the-danish-council-for-independent-research
http://innovationsfonden.dk/en
http://ufm.dk/en
http://ufm.dk/en
https://rio.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
https://rio.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
https://ufm.dk/en
https://ec.europa.eu/research-and-innovation/en/statistics/policy-support-facility
https://www.euraxess.dk/denmark/information-assistance/research-and-funding/research-funding/research-and-funding/research-5
https://dff.dk/en
https://www.euraxess.dk/
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Science and technology  

For many years, Denmark has been highly engaged in the scientific and 

technological invention, where they have been involved internationally for a 

long time. In 2021, Denmark was ranked 9th in the Global Innovation Index. 

Currently, Denmark is participating in several international science and 

technology projects, including CERN, ITER, ESA, ISS and E-ELT. 

Denmark has also been innovative within several fields of the technology 

sector. Among other things, Danish companies have influenced the shipping 

industry with the design of the largest and most energy efficient container 

ships in the world, the Maersk Triple E class. Furthermore, Danish engineers 

have taken part in the design of MAN Diesel engines, and in the software 

and electronic field, Denmark contributed to the design and manufacturing 

of Nordic Mobile Telephones. 

Denmark is famous for its wind energy industry, which is well-established. 

The Danish company Vestas and Siemens Gamesa, which also has Danish 

roots, are the world’s top innovators within wind energy. Together, Vestas 

and Simens Gamesa had a share of almost a third of the global wind turbine 

installations in 2018. Today, Denmark produces almost twice as much wind 

energy per capita as the runner-up among industrialised countries in the 

OECD. 

Another field, where the Danish engineers are world-leading, are in 

providing diabetes care equipment and medication products. Novo Nordisk 

and the Danish biotech company Novozymes are the world market leader in 

enzymes for first generation starch-based bioethanol and have pioneered 

the development of enzymes for converting waste to cellulosic ethanol. 

Denmark is also one of the world’s most digitalised countries. Most 

transactions are cashless and almost all interaction with the Danish 

authorities takes place online. Additionally, tech giants like Apple, Facebook, 

and Google are investing in data centres in Denmark due to, among other 

things, the reliable supply of clean, renewable energy as well as the excellent 

fibre broadband infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E-ELT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Innovation_Index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CERN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ITER
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ESA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Space_Station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-ELT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maersk_Triple_E_class
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAN_Diesel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_Mobile_Telephone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diabetes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biotech
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novozymes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioethanol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellulosic_ethanol
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HOT TOPIC: Research integrity 
in the battle for hearts and 
minds  

Social media has shaken the foundations of what information reaches who 

and how to the point that governments and traditional media are no longer 

the so-called “gatekeepers” of truth, the unquestioned authorities of right and 

wrong. This has widespread implications on science and its perception in 

society today. Under much greater scrutiny, research integrity is more 

important than ever! 

Media democratisation is a coup for free speech advocates – rallying voices 

behind major issues, from the #metoo movement to climate action – but it 

poses a huge challenge to a scientific community whose existence has been 

forged out of controlled or evidence-based information flow.     

As all Euraxess Worldwide (EWW) members are aware, research is the 

systematic study – thinking, observing, experimenting – aimed at increasing 

our understanding of ourselves and the world around us. It is often a 

collective endeavour drawing on the work of other researchers, seeking to 

produce evidence and information that is free from ideological, economic or 

political interests.  

That is the core rationale behind the European Code of Conduct for 

Research Integrity, as published by the European Federation of Academies 

of Sciences and Humanities (ALLEA), which underlines the research 

community’s responsibility to: “Formulate the principles of research, to 

define the criteria for proper research behaviour, to maximise the quality and 

robustness of research, and to respond adequately to threats to, or violations 

of, research integrity.”  

The Code is effectively a “framework for self-regulation” outlining science’s 

professional, legal and ethical responsibilities under four headlines ‘good 

practices’: 

1. Reliability in ensuring the quality of research, reflected in the 

design, the methodology, the analysis and the use of resources.  

2. Honesty in developing, undertaking, reviewing, reporting and 

communicating research in a transparent, fair, full and unbiased 

way. 

3. Respect for colleagues, research participants, society, ecosystems, 

cultural heritage and the environment.  

4. Accountability for the research from idea to publication, for its 

management and organisation, for training, supervision and 

mentoring, and for its wider impacts.  

 

https://allea.org/code-of-conduct/
https://allea.org/code-of-conduct/
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My truth is better than your fact! 

Social media is changing not only the way people communicate, but also the 

way society sees itself, who it listens to, what ideas are formulated and which 

ones receive elevated status … becoming “personal truths”.  

For health authorities trying to combat a potentially lethal disease or climate 

scientists trying to present hard facts about global warming, alternative 

narratives about vaccines or climate change, coupled with an ongoing 

Covid-19 pandemic have made it “painfully clear that we need to become 

more adept at communicating science within society”, notes ALLEA in an 

interview with Professor Massimiano Bucchi (see our side story: Fact or 

fake? Science communication tackles disinformation epidemic).  

Digital disruptors in the 21st century have effectively turned the way we are 

governed on its head, suggests Taylor Owen of the University of British 

Columbia, Canada, in a weforum blog. He says democratic nation states and 

the media largely coexisted within a “mutually beneficial information 

ecosystem” for much of the previous century. With just a few information 

“gatekeepers and captive audiences”, communication was more 

concentrated, and so too the power (of authority) that it could engender.  

“This largely symbiotic relationship has been radically disrupted by the 

concurrent rise of digital technology and the social media ecosystem that it 

enabled,” Mr Owen notes. “Nowhere is this challenge more acute than in the 

world of international affairs and conflict, where the rise of digitally native 

international actors has challenged the state’s dominance.”  

Science policy is part progenitor, part co-creator of the strong relationship 

forged over centuries between scientific authority and political leadership. 

By tackling science disinformation, the research community plays an 

important role in addressing, maintaining and building society’s trust in a 

fact-based world and in the authorities whose job is to protect and serve that 

world.  

Euraxess Worldwide functions as a networking platform for mobile 

researchers but also a  reliable source of information and ideas on research 

and innovation jobs, funding and hosting opportunities in Europe and around 

the world. As such, EURAXESS Worldwide members are encouraged to 

uphold the research integrity and open access principles, to communicate 

their findings with a view to promoting even greater, transparency, 

accountability and FAIRness (see EURAXESS Worldwide feature ‘Where 

open science meets the world of learning’). 

We provide a reminder of some communication golden rules to help EWW 

communicators deal with this huge task (see box).      

 

 

 

Fact or fake? Science 

communication tackles 

disinformation epidemic 

If ever there was a time for 

good science communication 

it is now, according 

to  Massimiano Bucchi, 

Professor of Sociology of 

Science and Communication, 

Science and Technology at 

the University of Trento. As 

one of the leading European 

scholars on science 

communication or “the social 

conversation(s) around 

science”, he believes there 

should be greater focus on 

developing communication 

and engagement activities 

based on scientific data and 

practices.  

He is also a strong advocate 

for attitude changes and 

better training in science 

comms overall to tackle public 

scepticism, scientists’ 

reluctance to ‘popularise’ their 

work, and policy makers 

misunderstanding of their 

roles. 

“Unfortunately, a 

representation of the public 

as hostile, sceptical and 

ignorant is still widespread 

among policy makers and 

experts, supporting a 

paternalistic and authoritarian 

vision of science 

communication and of 

science in society,” he tells 

ALLEA’s editorial team. 

 

The best way to tackle fake 

news is to refute it with hard 

facts. Failure to do that on all 

levels and through all 

possible channels – 

mainstream and social media 

but also in art and daily 

interaction – can lead to the 

problems science faces with 

alternate views of Covid and 

the safety and utility of 

vaccines against the SARS-

CoV-2 virus and many 

preventable diseases.  

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/04/what-can-governments-learn-from-digital-disruptors/
https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/euraxess_korea_qnl_16_q1-2022_0.pdf
https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/euraxess_korea_qnl_16_q1-2022_0.pdf
https://mb.soc.unitn.it/english/
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Hard facts 

“While disinformation strategies are intoxicating public discourses in many 

fields, science disinformation is particularly dangerous to democratic 

governance and society at large,” notes ALLEA about its recent discussion 

paper entitled Fact or fake? Tackling science disinformation. 

Indeed, a communication chasm easily forms when insufficient effort is put 

into making science easier for different audiences to comprehend, and 

opening up to more spontaneous and fun forms of engagement, such as 

science cafés, comedy, popular music and films. 

“I am not sure misinformation is the main challenge,” Prof. Bucchi tells the 

ALLEA team, “at least in the narrow way in which it is usually defined through 

terms like ‘fake news’.” The bigger and broader challenge, he explains, is 

the quality of science communication and finding ways to reward those 

prepared to challenge the status quo. 

The EU is fully aware of this challenge and has long sought to promote 

science communication, both as a condition for awarding funding through its 

research framework programmes; the latest being Horizon Europe which 

stipulates that “beneficiaries must carry out activities to increase the impact 

of their results”. That effectively means better ‘science communication’. On 

the same page describing this requirement, the European Commission’s 

Research Executive Agency lists various free services offered to enable 

open science communication, what it calls “exploitation and dissemination”.  

Science communication has been on the EU’s radar since it started a 

dedicated award under the auspices of the ‘Descartes Prize’ back in 2004, 

which encouraged bold science storytelling. A more recent addition to this 

landscape is the European Research Council (ERC) which introduced its 

own science communication prize called the Public Engagement with 

Research Award.  

“Engagement is a two-way process, involving interaction and mutual 

understanding for mutual benefit,” the ERC explains. It gives out three prizes 

worth EUR 10,000 each to grantees who demonstrate novel ways to involve 

(citizen science), inspire (public outreach), and influence (media and policy). 

___________________________________________________________ 

EURAXESS Korea links researchers in Korea with Europe.  

Join our community of researchers and get the newest information 

about funding, jobs, and many more! 

 

 

 

Seven golden rules of 

science comms 

1. Follow the EU Code of 

Conduct for Research 

Integrity’s headline rules on 

reliability, respect, honesty and 

accountability 

2. Review and adopt good 

practices on the handling of 

facts/statistics (see for example 

BBC rulebook) 

3. Recall and follow your 

training in clear writing ABCs 

(accuracy, brevity, clarity) and 

develop stories to match the 

content, and audience needs 

4. Remember KISS (keep it 

simple, stupid) and that ‘less is 

more’ when it comes to 

explaining your work 

5. Simplify for non-scientists, 

non-specialists but don’t talk 

down to general audiences 

6. Brush up on the basics of 

journalism and their own code 

of ethics (see also IFJ’s code) 

7. Understand and respect the 

inverted pyramid principle of 

story development when 

describing your findings  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBSCRIBE 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidance/reporting-statistics/ten-golden-rules
https://europeanjournalists.org/policy/ethics/
https://www.webwisewording.com/inverted-pyramid/
http://www.twitter.com/EURAXESS_Korea
mailto:korea@euraxess.net
http://www.korea.euraxess.org/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfsmzst4ptTw2w7oJfprrjlqW3EMDJNxAMde60pbTuj2OBSAg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfsmzst4ptTw2w7oJfprrjlqW3EMDJNxAMde60pbTuj2OBSAg/viewform

